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ABSTRACT

In certain geographic locations like South Asia, the landscape
changes dramatically between dry and wet seasons. The main
factor responsible for this variation is the flora that trans-
forms the landscape between seasons. These transformations
can affect the performance of deep learning models trained to
analyse satellite images, especially if there are domain shifts
between training and testing data distributions. The current
work shows that an architecture which employs a Gabor con-
volutional layer as the first layer of a deep network input fo-
cuses on more salient parts of the image than one which uses
a standard convolutional layer meaning that removing colour
information is less damaging than for the standard network.
Further we show that the proposed architecture is robust in
the presence of domain shifts due to seasonal data variations.

Index Terms— Deep Learning, Computer Vision, Satel-
lite Data, Remote Sensing, Feature Bias

1. INTRODUCTION

Part of deep learning’s success in computer vision tasks such
as image classification is its ability to automatically extract
predictive features from complex, high dimensional data.
These features, enable the classifier to generalise from a par-
ticular task to other similar ones. The model’s generalisation
is dependent on the extracted features in the presence of
distribution shift and spurious correlations.

Spurious correlations are associations that are present in
the training data, but are not valid for the actual task. In the
application domain of classifying land use from satellite im-
agery in South East Asia, such spurious correlations can arise
if the training or test data is taken at a single time of year
because there can be quite extreme changes in flora between
wet and dry seasons (figure 1). Thus, if the classifier is trained
using wet season data, it can associate Agriculture or Barren
Land classes with green colour features that are dominant in
the wet season images due to abundant flora. In this case the
model will not generalise well when predicting images from
the dry season where the flora is scarce resulting in brown
colours (compare even and odd columns in figure 1).

The aim of this work is to reduce the sensitivity of the
training process to spurious correlations arising from data
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Fig. 1: Colour changes in wet (columns 1 and 3) vs dry
(columns 2 and 4) seasons

from different seasons by biasing a model to focus on relevant
background features by replacing the first layer of a standard
5 layer convolutional network (CNN5) with a Gabor feature
prior (GCNN). Since the predominant spurious attribute be-
tween seasons is colour, we compare CNN5 and GCNN on a
mixed dry-wet season dataset and assess how much removing
colour information affects their performance, before testing
how models perform if trained/tested on wet/dry season im-
ages only (and vice versa). Our contributions are to show that:
1) When applied to the mixed season data, GCNN is a little
less affected by removing colour and focuses on more salient
features in the images than CNN5. 2) Removing colour gives
better generalisation between dry/wet season domain shifts.
3) GCNN trained with grey-scale images has the best gen-
eralisation between dry/wet season domain shifts and again
focuses on salient image features.

2. METHODS

Data: This work examines model robustness during data do-
main shifts in terms of variations between seasons. To do so,
the models are first trained and evaluated using a dataset that
is comprised of mixed season images, and then trained/tested
using strictly wet/dry season data. Both datasets are com-
prised of aerial/satellite colour images of 256 x 256-pixel size
and depict scenes from Ghaziabad India labelled as different
classes. The mixed dataset (table 1) comprises images from
both wet and dry seasons, while table 2 describes the classes
for the wet and dry datasets, which depict scenes from wet or



Class Images

Agriculture 5,621
Barren Land 924
Brick Kilns 1,008

Forest Orchard 1,516
Industry 1,144
Roads 565
Urban 1,420

Urban Green Space 838
Water 141

Table 1: Mixed Season Scene Dataset

dry season only. To eliminate colour information in the data,
images are pre-processed to grey-scale (GS).
CNN5 model: The first model under consideration is com-
prised of five hidden convolutional layers, an architecture that
gave good performance on the mixed data set in preliminary
tests. Each convolutional layer is followed by an activation
function (ReLU), a maximum pooling layer and batch nor-
malisation. Furthermore, the last convolutional layer is con-
nected to a global average pooling layer.
GaborCNN: Gabor filters [1] extract spatial frequency struc-
tures from images by using a sinusoidal plane wave of specific
orientation and frequency. The filter’s frequency and orienta-
tion representations make them suitable for the task of texture
representation and discrimination and so we hoped that they
might focus on salient parts of the image. Although lower
Convolutional layers resemble the functionality of a Gabor
filter, as mentioned in the work of Krizhevsky et al. [2], re-
placing the first convolutional layer with a Gabor convolu-
tional layer has been shown to extract more robust features
[3] [4]. In the latter paper [4], the Gabor function parameters
are updated during backpropagation, resulting in an efficient
architecture which was more robust in terms of learned fea-
ture representations and we therefore adopt their architecture:
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where (x, y) stands for the pixel spatial domain position, θ
the filter orientation, σ the standard deviation, and ω the fre-
quency. Following Meshgini et al. [5] we use a bank of Gabor
filters with frequencies ωn and orientations θm:
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where, n = 1, 2, ..., 5 (2)

θm =
π

8
(m− 1) where,m = 1, 2, ..., 8. (3)

Gabor layer weights were initialised by setting the stan-
dard deviation to σ ≈ π

ω . Furthermore, ψ is set by uniform
distribution Unif.(0, π). Due to the information complexity in
satellite images, a method that combines maximum and aver-
age pooling, as described in the work of Lee et al. [6] was

Class Wet Dry

Agriculture 3,278 1,772
Barren Land 632 301
Brick Kilns 968 292

Forest Orchard 936 713
Industry 711 726
Urban 1,241 566

Urban Green Sp. 584 306
Water 404 662

Table 2: Wet / Dry Season Dataset

applied. Hence on the lowest layer Max pooling was applied,
and as increment to highest layers, it was decreased by 0.2:

fmix(x) = αl · fmax(x) + (1− αl) · favg(x), (4)

where scalar mixing portion αl ∈ [0, 1] indicates the max and
average combination per layer l.
Model training: Both models were trained for 100 epochs
(based on when train/validation results stopped improving),
using Adam Optimizer and Cross Entropy loss. For domain
shift due to season, the dataset split was 80% for training and
20% for validation, while testing was performed on the oppo-
site season data. For the mixed dataset, 80% of the data was
split for train/validation purposes (out of which 80% train and
20% validation) and 20% for testing. Each experiment was
run five times with different data splits. To tackle class imbal-
ance and ensure classifiers were not biased towards the major-
ity class, stratification was applied to the data. The only data
augmentations applied during training, were geometric trans-
formations, namely, rotation with 90% probability, horizontal
and vertical flip with 50% and 10% probabilities respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mixed dataset: We first tested the CNN5 and GCNN archi-
tectures on the mixed dataset and compared performance to
models trained with grey-scale images. We see that the over-
all performance is similar whether we use Gabor features in
the first layer or a standard convolutional layer and that both
models are a little reliant on colour information (figure 2). In
more detail, by removing the colour features, CNN5 classifi-
cation accuracy on the test set drops by 2%, but the GCNN re-
lies less on those features with a smaller drop in performance.
To analyse the reasons for these changes, we examined the
classification activation maps for the models. Classification
Activation Mapping (CAM, Zhou et al. [7]) gives an insight
into the model decision process, by overlaying a heatmap over
the original image which indicates the discriminative region
employed by the model when it predicts that an image be-
longs to a particular class. The images chosen where some of
the most frequent and most confident miss-classified during
experimentation. As can be seen in figure 3, these are images
that contain more than one scene, which makes it difficult for
the model to predict the correct target.



Fig. 2: Feature bias performance on the mixed season scene
dataset. Gabor-CNN is less biased towards colour features.

The first image (1st column, figure 3) is labeled as Agri-
culture. GCNN focuses on the trees that dominate the scene
and classifies it as Forest Orchard (Forest O.), whilst CNN5
focuses on the land and misclassifies it as Urban Green Space
(U.G.S). While both models are wrong, GCNN focuses on the
most salient feature in the image - the forest. The same is true
in the second image. This is labelled Urban and depicts blocks
of flats and land. Both classifiers correctly predicted Urban
but GCNN focuses on the buildings, whilst CNN5 mostly fo-
cused on a structure on the bottom of the image which is not
a building (figure 3, 2nd column, middle panel/bottom panels
respectively).

The third image is also labelled as Urban, but the domi-
nant scenes are roads, followed by trees and land. Here both
models are wrong, but GCNN seems to be wrong for the right
reasons, as it focuses on the roads and classifies it as Roads.
CNN5 on the other hand, while also classifying it as roads, fo-
cuses mostly on the open space on the bottom right corner of
the image. The same feature of focusing on the wrong area is
seen in the fourth image, which both models correctly classify
as industry. Again GCNN appears to use more relevant fea-
tures, ignoring the road and focusing on the actual industrial
complex, while CNN5 focuses on the road and some random
structure at the top of the image.

Given that the GCNN architecture seems to focus on more
salient features in the images and is a little more resilient to
the removal of colour information, it is possible that it would
be more resistant to extreme domain shifts such as the dif-
ference between dry and wet seasons. To test this, the two
classifiers were trained using wet season data and predicted
dry season data and vice versa.
Wet vs Dry Season: As shown in figure 4, when classifiers
are trained on only wet or dry season data and tested on the
other season, performances suffered significantly compared
when training with mixed season data when colour informa-

(a) Agriculture (b) Urban (c) Urban (d) Industry

(e) Forest O. (f) Urban (g) Roads (h) Industry

(i) U.G.S. (j) Urban (k) Roads (l) Industry

Fig. 3: Top: Original, Middle: CAM GCNN, Bottom: CAM
CNN5 images. GCNN seems to be wrong for the right rea-
sons, and right for the right reasons.

tion is included. Accuracy of both models drops from over
95% to between 50-60% depending whether it is wet-dry or
dry-wet for training-testing, though in both cases, GCNN is
slightly more resilient to the domain shift. When colour fea-
tures are removed, domain shift performance is increased to
over 60% for both models. This is expected since the wet
season causes flora to flourish, resulting in green dominating.
Interestingly, again there appears to be a greater resilience for
GCNN which we believe is due to the fact that the feature
biases focus the model on more salient image features.

To support this, Table 3 uses CAM to show how the
feature biases affect model predictions of wet season data
when trained on dry season, by shifting the focus to different
parts of the image. The first row shows model predictions
and CAM features of an image labeled as Agriculture, but in
which the majority of the scene depicts forest. When CNN5
is trained with colour, it focuses on part of the forest and clas-
sifies it as Agriculture (so is right for the wrong reason), while
when colour features are absent the focus shifts to the high-
est tree concentration and the model predicts Forest Orchard
(Forest O.) which is arguably more sensible. When GCNN is
trained on colour images, we see a continuation of this trend
as the model very strongly concentrates on all the areas that
trees are present and predicts Forest Orchard. However, once
colour features are removed, focus shifts to the small part
of the image in the top left that depicts Agriculture with the
correct prediction for the right reasons.

In the second row, labeled as Barren Land, we again see
that GCNN trained without colour focuses more strongly on
the correct features (the central part of the image) than the
other models. While it classifies it as Agriculture, this is



Fig. 4: Feature bias performance on the wet / dry season
dataset. Using Gabor features with grey-scale images allows
better generalisation between dry and wet seasons.

not unexpected as the classifier is trained on dry season data
and the agricultural land during that season resembles barren
land. Both GCNN with colour and CNN5 without colour in-
stead focus on the trees, misclassifying the images as Industry
(which simply seems wrong) and Agriculture (which is sen-
sible but also wrong) respectively. When trained with colour,
CNN5 does focus on part of the Barren Land, though not as
strongly as GCNN, and misclassifies the image as Industry.

The final row, depicting Brick Kilns, tells a similar story.
Both CNN5 trained with colour, and GCNN trained without
focus on the brick kiln structure, though there is a stronger
focus for GCNN and it correctly classifies the image whereas
CNN5 predicts Industry. However, CNN5 without colour and
GCNN with colour focus on the land around the structure or
the trees respectively, and make understandable misclassifica-
tions (Agriculture and Forest Orchard).

4. CONCLUSION

Flora transformations between wet and dry seasons cause
variations in satellite images which can significantly affect
classification performance in the presence of domain shift.
This work highlights the issues by showing that, while re-
moving colour information does not affect classification per-
formance a great deal on a mixed-data set, when trained on
dry season and tested on wet, or vice versa, there are large
drops in performance. By using the GCNN architecture with
grey-scale images, we can ameliorate some of the issues
of domain shift from seasonal data, while retaining strong
performance on the mixed data set. By examining CAM
images, it appears that introducing feature bias through the
Gabor layer focuses GCNN on more relevant parts of the
images than the CNN5 architecture, highlighting the benefits
of careful consideration of initial feature priors.

Original CNN5 CNN5GS GCNN GCNNGS

Agriculture Agriculture Forest O. Forest O. Agriculture

Barren L Industry Agriculture Industry Agriculture

Brick K Industry Agriculture Forest O. Brick K

Table 3: Class Activation Mapping in domain shift data.
GCNN trained on grey-scale data focuses on the most salient
image features so is right/wrong for the right reasons.
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